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The global food crisis (ESCAP, 2009)

• total number of hungry has increased to over 1 b. 
(June ‘09),100 m. more than last year

• A child dies of malnutrition every 6 seconds
• Food prices remain volatile: lately reflecting 

droughts, floods and climate calamities
• Hunger increased by economic downturn: 

economies contract, trade volumes decline, 
remittances decrease, millions lose their jobs

• Food emergencies in 31 countries
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Interlinked Global Crises (Conway, 2008)
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Contemporary agriculture issues affecting farmers in 
developing countries - the impact on IFAD

Issue #1: 
Food, fuel, fertilizer price volatility 

Issue # 2:
Ag. supply growth is inadequate 

Issue # 3: 
Government responses often counter-productive 

Issue # 4:  
Ag. cannot flourish in fragile states 

Issue # 5:  
Ag. services, processing, input supply and farming itself 
are increasingly private 

Issue # 6:  
Climate change and environmental degradation 
increasingly serious
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Investment in the agricultural sector 
(IFPRI, April 2009, DFID / World Bank 2007)

Share of total government spending on agriculture
Year Africa Asia Latin America Total (Weighted 

Average)

1980 6.4% 14.8% 8% 11.3%

1990 5.2% 12.2% 2% 7.9%

2002 4.5% 8.6% 2.5% 6.7%

Donor aid to developing countries:
Share of agriculture

1980 20%

1990 15%

2006 4%

Decline in investment due to:

- New donor priorities 
- Big agriculture projects fell out of favour
- New style of projects require less money
- Agriculture not priority of Ministers of Finance
- Quality problems with agriculture projects
- Urban poverty expanding more rapidly than rural

To meet MDG-1, an additional $14 billion annually is needed in developing countries;                       
and an additional $3.8 to 4.8 billion in SSA
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What is IFAD doing?

• UN specialised agency and IFI specialised 
in financing smallholders ag. development 
projects primarily for food production

• By end 2008: 245 programmes/projects in 
80 countries, total investment US$ 4.1 b

• 37% in SSA with specific focus on 
supporting smallholder ag., capacity 
building of farmers' organizations and 
producer associations, access to 
microfinance and markets through value 
chain approach
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Growing importance of the value chain approach

% of IFAD total approved projects 
with Value Chain Components*

16.13%

37.04%

48.57%

50%

2005

2006

2007

2008

* IFAD PPMS
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The commodity-related VC interventions provide a suitable opportunity 
to address the numerous constraints* in a coordinated manner;
development of farmers’ organizations to: (a) improve farmers’
bargaining power; (b) bulk produce; and (c) lower transaction costs;
on-farm storage and warehouse receipt schemes to assist farmers to 
benefit from seasonal price fluctuations;
contract farming;
out grower schemes;
linkages between producers and processors, along with infrastructure 
development; and
SME development for value added processing.

* credit, input supply, market oriented technology development and transfer, 
infrastructure development and capacity building

IFAD investing in ag. value chains (VC)
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Demand for financial services

Poor people, like everyone else, are interested in a 
wide range of financial products and services:

• Loans
• Savings accounts
• Money transfers
• Insurance, including agriculture, health, life, and 

credit insurance products
• Leasing

Access to Rural Microfinance
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What is rural finance? 

• Rural finance: 
Financial services used 
in rural areas by people 
of all income levels

• Agricultural finance: 
Financing agriculture-
related activities, from 
production to the 
market

• Microfinance: 
Financial services for 
poor and low-income 
people 

FINANCIAL MARKET

MICRO
FINANCE

RURAL FINANCE

AGRICULTURAL 
FINANCE
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Challenges of rural finance

• Dispersed populations
• Poor infrastructure
• Limited capacity of rural finance providers
• High information and transaction costs
• Crowding out from subsidized and targeted 

lending
• Seasonality of agricultural activities
• Risks of farming
• Lack of property rights and land tenure, so lack 

of collateral
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Rural finance delivery channels

Market Segment Method
small-scale entrepreneurs/ direct loans

commercial farmers

microentrepreneurs/ joint liability
smallholders groups

marginal self-help
producers groups
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IFAD and rural finance

• IFAD’s goal in rural finance: Increase the 
access of the rural poor to a wide variety of 
financial services on a sustainable basis 

• IFAD is one of the world’s largest funder in 
rural finance for poverty reduction

• 20% of IFAD’s portfolio — USD 770 million 
— is focused on rural financial services; 
i.e. making IFAD one of the top 4 funders 
of microfinance worldwide (CGAP 2008 
Microfinance Funder Survey, incl. 54 donors and investors)
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Strategic objectives: 2007-2010

Ensure that poor rural people have better 
access to, and the skills and organization 

they need to take advantage of:
1. Natural resources
2. Improved agricultural technology and effective 

production services
3. A broad range of financial services
4. Transparent, competitive markets for agricultural 

inputs and produce
5. Opportunities for rural off-farm employment and 

enterprise development
6. Local and national policy processes
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IFAD’s work in rural finance is guided 
by…

• new IFAD Rural Finance Policy (EB – April 2009)

• CABFIN Partnership – Position Paper / Prospects 
for Donors and Development Partners on Ag. 
Finance

• “new” subsidies must be both supportive of market 
development and pro-poor in that they enhance 
the welfare and reduce the economic vulnerability 
of the poor; “credit+”

• “old” subsidies: fiscal burden & crowd out of 
development initiatives and service
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IFAD Rural Finance Policy

• Support access to a wide variety of financial 
services, including savings, credit, remittances and 
insurance

• Promote a wide range of financial institutions, 
models and delivery channels

• Support demand-driven, market-based approaches
in collaboration with the private sector

• Develop and support long-term strategies focusing 
on sustainability and poverty outreach

• Promote an enabling environment for rural finance
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IFAD Rural Finance Policy contd.

4 major areas of work:

make clients bankable, enabling them to participate in 
the design of a project and educate them to better 
understand products and services
enhance financial service providers’ viability and 
transparent information on financial & social 
performance
develop financial infrastructure to provide 
professional & cost effective financial & technical 
services to retail MFIs
improve enabling framework conditions for a range of 
financial services to reach out to poor rural people 
and to protect their savings
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Agricultural Finance - Johannesburg Findings
1-3 April 2009

The consensus reached is published as the 
"Synthesis of the Expert Meeting: Johannesburg Findings“

• practice effectiveness and availability of risk assessment and risk 
management approaches for ag. finance intermediation in commercial 
banks, agricultural banks and other financial institutions, insurance 
companies, marketing and commodity traders with up-to-date 
knowledge on risk management strategies  

• further research on understanding farmer risk attitudes, blending 
insurance with remittances and other financial products, using modern 
information technology to reduce costs, etc.
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Institutional partners in RF

• Grassroots models: Self-help groups in India, 
village banks in Latin America

• Savings and credit cooperatives: SACCOS in 
Tanzania and Kenya

• Specialized financial NGOs: KWFT in Kenya 
• Microfinance banks: ProCredit Bank in Georgia, 

XacBank in Mongolia
• State-owned rural development institutions: RCCs 

in China
• Commercial banks: Egypt, Jordan, Algeria, and 

Morocco with ACCION
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IFAD and The African Agriculture Fund (AAF)

Ag. finance partners, AFD, AfDB, AGRA, BOAD, 
and IFAD:

• Address the issue of a lack of capital in the ag. and 
agribusiness sector;

• Recognize that ag. growth and poverty alleviation in rural 
areas depend on the vibrancy and performance of the local 
private sector with both local SMEs and more established 
agro-businesses;

• Invest in strengthening capacities of farmers’ organizations, 
cooperatives, and SMEs in ag. (equity, grants, and TA);

• Complementary to African Enterprise Challenge Fund 
(AGRA/DFID), African Out-Grower Development Fund 
(KfW/DEG), Rabo Sustainable Agriculture Guarantee Fund
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IFAD ag. finance innovations …

… in theory and practice: 

• Client outreach: Improved services and outreach through 
participatory and liability group approaches; graduation 
programmes, financial literacy, client protection;

• “Moving the formal financial frontier”: Support 
commercial banks in reaching rural markets; transparency 
on social performance;

• Seasonal and term loans: and lease arrangements for 
machinery and farm improvement; linked to life insurance;

• Micro-leasing: financial (group) leasing (Armenia, Georgia, 
Mongolia)

• Out-grower schemes, incl. production loans by local MFIs;
• …
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IFAD ag. finance innovations …

… in theory and practice: 

• Money transfer and deposits: small size transactions 
through new technologies and branch-less banking; long-
term savings;

• Warehouse receipts: saving in interest charges of some 
percent over loans secured with conventional collateral 
(Tanzania);

• Price buffering / marketing measures: supply-based 
contracts for food commodities (Uganda);

• Insurance: Promote weather index-based insurance with 
WFP and support from the BMGF

• Remittances: Fund innovative approaches to increasing 
access to money transfers in rural areas
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Pro-poor financial services for rural water

Due to the frequent perception of water as a “gift of nature” and 
a human right, the water users’ willingness to pay may differ 
from their ability to pay

• Water resources management and development: watershed 
and river basin development, water storage, management of 
flood risks, environmental protection, etc.

• Water services to households, communities, municipalities, 
commerce and industry, agriculture, other economic sectors.

• Financial sources are own resources of water users, public 
funds, raised by taxation, and external aid

• Financial services and products contribute to mobilizing these 
resources. They help to pool and mitigate risks and enable 
actors to accumulate the critical mass of capital necessary for 
many investments.
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Pro-poor financial services for rural water

Highly vulnerable 
population

Smallholders (mainly
subsistence-oriented),
traders etc. in rural areas with
low economic potential 

Smallholders (often market-
oriented),
traders etc. in rural areas with
high economic potential

Pro-poor
financial services

for rural water

Grant financing
of rural water

Free up additional grant resources for the bottom of the pyramid
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Normal/disaster risk
reduction (DRR) period

Normal/disaster risk
reduction (DRR) period

Emergency
response

period

Emergency
response

period

Recovery periodRecovery period

Media responseMedia response

Risk assessmentRisk assessment

Mitigation/preventionMitigation/prevention

PreparednessPreparedness

RecontructionRecontruction

Economic/social recoveryEconomic/social recovery

Ongoing development 
activities

Ongoing development 
activities

Damage assessmentDamage assessment

Normal economic/social growth pattern

Major hazard/disaster

Emergency initiatives

Recovery initiatives

DRR initiatives

Normal economic/social growth pattern

Disaster / winter risk preparedness funds 

Diagram adapted from 
TorquAid
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Micro-insurance

• Micro-insurance is the provision of insurance 
to low-income households; 

• Insurance products that have been adapted to 
the needs of clients with low incomes and no 
access to mainstream insurance services;

• Micro-insurance offers direct financial risk transfer 
services and thus disaster risk management tools 
to low income households;

• Includes life insurance as well as health, 
cattle, asset, and crop insurance and 
weather index-based insurance
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Weather index-based insurance (WIBI)

• Designed to mitigate covariate risk (e.g. risks that   
affect many farmers in a region simultaneously)
• Insurance payouts are based on an external, 
objective index that is correlated with farmers’ yields
• Indices are based on weather events such as 
rainfall or air temperature that cannot be influenced 
by people
• Since payouts are not based on on-farm 
assessments, transaction costs are low
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IFAD-WFP Weather Risk Management Facility

• Bridge the gap between disaster relief and 
agricultural development;
• Reduce the vulnerability of smallholders and 
enhance their access to a wide variety of financial 
services;
• Develop replicable models with potential for scale 
and sustainability;
• Work in coordination with centres of excellence and 
ongoing initiatives
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Weather Index-Based Insurance (WIBI)
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Opportunities in WIBI

Reaching sustainability and scale

NUMBER OF POLICIES 
SOLD

FARMER 
WELFARE 

IMPACT 
PER $ OF 

SUM 
INSURED

Scaling Out Scaling Up

Deepening
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Opportunities in WIBI

Socio-economic constraints to scalability
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Opportunities in WIBI

Weather stations

Data quality – checks?
Data transmission
• Power supply
• Satellite/GPRS
• Costs
Costs and constraints
• Capital expenditure
• Installation 
• Maintenance
• Vulnerability to theft and vandalism
Owned + certified + operated (?) by national 

weather service
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Discussion

I THANK YOU
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